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1.1. G = R/2piZ. Consider C∞(G)
Definition 1.1.1. A character is a continuous homomorphism T := {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} ⊂ C×.
These have the following form:










































( R/2piZ, compact, abelian).
1.2. G = R. We now take f ∈ C∞c (G).
Definition 1.2.1. A unitary character is a continuous homomorphism G→ T ⊂ C×.
(For the previous example, every continuous homomorphism to C× lands in T, and for this one
that’s not the case.) These have the following form:




































−ir dr (G = R, noncompact, abelian)
2. G = S3 (The finite group)
Definition 2.0.4. A representation is a homomorphism pi : G → GL(V ) , for some complex
vector space V. A representation is irreducible if there is no 0 ( V ′ ( V invariant under pi(g) ∀g.
The character of a representation is the function Θpi(g) := Trpi(g).
Now, G is generated by id, (1, 2) and (1, 2, 3), which also represent the three conjugacy classes.
Theorem 2.0.5. There are three irreducible representations of G given by triv : G→ GL(1,C), triv(g) =
1∀g.
alt : G→ GL(1,C), alt(g) =
{


















(ω a cube root of 1)
2
Character Table
1 (1, 2) (1, 2, 3)
triv 1 1 1
alt 1 −1 1
stan 2 0 −1










































(G = S3, compact, nonabelian).
3. G = SL(2,R)
Let f ∈ C∞c (G). A representation pi : G → GL(V ), (where V has a Hilbert space structure) is
called tempered if
(pi(g)v, v′) ∈ L2+ε∀ε > 0.
(If the matrix coefficients are in L2(G), pi is “discrete series.”)






















All but P−,0 are irreducible. Further, P±,iv ∼= P±,−iv.















, and D−n similar (conjugate).

























ΘD+n (f) + ΘD−n (f)
)
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ΘD+n (f) + ΘD−n (f)
) (G = SL(2,R), noncompact, nonabelian)
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